
Working-memory constraints in the comprehension of wh questions

The scope of the wh-phrase in (1) is ambiguous between matrix and embedded clause.

(1) Motoki-kun-ga donna-ryori-o tukutta-ka Taku-wa kotaetano?

Motoki-NOM what-kind-dish-ACC cooked-QP Taku-TOP answered-QP

Embedded scope: “Did Taku answer what kind of dish Motoki cooked?”

Matrix scope: “What kind of dish did Taku answer Motoki cooked?”

The preference to assign the scope locally to the embedded clause has been ascribed to

working-memory limitations (Miyamoto & Takahashi, 2002) but also to prosody and pragmat-

ics (Kitagawa & Fodor, 2003). The results of a reading-time experiment support the predictions

of working-memory constraints after confounding factors are ruled out.

Word-by-word comprehension. As each word read is processed, memory limitations lead

readers to expect required constituents to come as soon as possible in the sentence (Gibson,

1998; inter alia). In Japanese, wh-phrases require a question particle (QP; e.g., ka). In (1) (rep-

resented schematically in (2a)), the expectation for the required QP to come as soon as possible

in the sentence (i.e., following the embedded verb) is satisfied, facilitating comprehension. In

(2b), in contrast, the embedded verb is marked with the declarative particle to; therefore, the

expectation for a QP is violated leading to longer reading times when the segment V+to is read

(Miyamoto & Takahashi, 2002).

Confounding factor I: Pragmatics may favor the embedded scope in null contexts (Kita-

gawa & Fodor, 2003), therefore dialogues as in (3) were created. Although the context allows

either scope, informativeness may favor matrix-scope information (Grice, 1975; e.g., even with

unambiguous embedded scope as in “Do you know what time he is coming?”, the embedded-

scope answer “yes” is infelicitous). Hence, slower reading times to V+to in (2b) compared to

V+ka in (2a) would support working-memory predictions without the confound of pragmatics.

Confounding factor II: Implicit prosodic contours are unlikely to explain a slowdown

at V+to in (2b). Even accounts about differences in speakers and listeners resort to working-

memory factors to explain expectations at that point (Kitagawa & Hirose, 2012). Regions later

in the sentence will also be examined for possible implicit-prosody effects.

Confounding factor III: Bigram frequencies may affect reading times (Levy, 2008, for

discussion). Wh-phrases and to ‘that’ rarely occur in adjacent bunsetsus, possibly contributing

to the relative slowdown in (2b). The scrambled-order conditions in (2c,d) were included to

verify that to is slower even when the wh-phrase is not in the immediately preceding segment.

Results: Regions 3 and 4. V-to was read more slowly than V-ka (mixed models: p<.05;

see (4)) as predicted by working-memory constraints. There was no interaction between particle

and word order (p> .8), therefore bigram frequency is unlikely to explain the result. There was

no interaction between particle and region (p> .7), suggesting that the slowdown started in

region 3 and continued in region 4 as spillovers are common in reading experiments.

Results: Reading times to region 5 (the matrix verb + QP no) and to the answers (see

last two lines in (3) for the two types of answers used) as well as acceptability ratings will

be discussed to provide evidence that the embedded-scope interpretation of (2ac) is favored

throughout. Prosody is unlikely to explain the results at those late points either. Furthermore,

matrix-scope answers may require some type of accommodation even if pragmatically sup-

ported (e.g., “5pm” as an answer to “Do you know what time he is coming?”).



(2) Two factors: embedded particle (ka or to) × word order (canonical or scrambled).

regions: 1 2 3 4 5

a. Canonical-ka: Motoki-NOM wh-kind-dish-ACC cooked-QP Taku-TOP answered-QP

b. Canonical-to: Motoki-NOM wh-kind-dish-ACC cooked-that Taku-TOP answered-QP

c. Scrambled-ka: Wh-kind-dish-ACC Motoki-NOM cooked-QP Taku-TOP answered-QP

d. Scrambled-to: Wh-kind-dish-ACC Motoki-NOM cooked-that Taku-TOP answered-QP

The ka conditions (a,c) are ambiguous and allow both types of scope (see (1)).

The to conditions (b,d) allow only matrix scope.

(3) All 24 test items, 24 distractor items and practice items started with a dialogue between

two people (e.g., Yu and Taku below), followed by two unrelated people (always X and

Y) talking about the dialogue. The following is the context for the test items in (2).

優： この前、 珍しく 元気君がスーパーにいたんだよ。 Yu: The other day, Motoki was at the supermarket.

拓： あ、 それは、 あいつが彼女にご飯作った日だよ。 Taku: Ah, that’s when he cooked for his girlfriend.

優： え、 本当！？ ゆで卵とか？ Yu: Really!? Like boiled eggs?

拓： いや、 ハンバーグを作ったんだって。 Taku: Nope, he made hamburgers.

以上の会話について、 ＸさんとＹ さんがお話した： X and Y talked about the dialogue above:

[X]: (Crucial sentence: one of the questions shown in (2))

[Y]:ハンバーグ。 Hamburger. (Matrix-scope answer)

答えたよ。 He did. (lit. Answered.) (Embedded-scope answer)

(4) Button presses in lieu of reading times were measured in a self-paced reading experiment

with 42 native Japanese speakers and 24 test items. Reading times were residualized com-

pensating for length differences (negative numbers are reading times faster than average).

Figure 1: Residual reading times (in milliseconds) to regions 3 and 4 (top/left), region 5

(top/right), the matrix-scope answer (bottom/left) and embedded-scope answer (bottom/right).

(Note that the embedded scope answer (bottom/right) is gibberish in the to conditions; e.g.

“yes” as an answer to “what did he say they cooked?”.)


